
 We issue bonds for long-term investments with 30+ 
year planning horizons and value relative certainty 
where possible. 

 Deregulating the electric industry would result in 
increased electric bills for all residential, small 
business and medium sized industrial customers. A 
handful of the largest power users in the state would 
benefit and all others would shoulder the burden. 

 We oppose automatically sunsetting administrative 
rules for utilities as we make long-term planning 
decisions based on those rules. We recognize that 
some industries may be overregulated, but feel the 
utility industry is not one of those. 

Issue Brief Municipal Electric Utilities

Municipal utilities strongly support 
Wisconsin’s current utility regulatory model.

 Any policy to promote 5G infrastructure investment 
in Wisconsin should recognize the long-standing 
right of a municipally owned utility to negotiate a 
pole attachment agreement with telecommuni-
cations companies.

 We want new technology in our communities, have 
never prevented its emergence, want to ensure our 
customers are not subsidizing the costs of a pole 
attachment and that the hardware placed on our 
utility poles does not adversely affect electric 
reliability or worker safety. 

Municipal utilities welcome new technologies 
like 5G to our communities, and we also 
prioritize equitable cost recovery, electric 
reliability and employee safety. 

 Municipal utility participation in Focus on Energy is 
optional, but all 81 community-owned utilities in 
Wisconsin participate in the program due to the value 
it brings our communities. 

 We feel that APTIM is an effective program 
administrator and optimizes the energy efficiency 
incentive dollars made available to our customers 
and customers across the state. 

 Focus on Energy is popular with our customers and 
beneficial to all customer classes. 

Municipal utilities strongly support energy 
efficiency and Focus on Energy. 

 We support using a portion of the VW settlement 
dollars to fund a grant program for the installation of 
EV chargers across the state. Electric vehicles are an 
emerging technology of interest to our customers 
and this would help spur EV charging infrastructure 
investment without using taxpayer dollars. 

 As customer expectations evolve and our relationship 
with our customers becomes more interactive 
through distributed energy resources, battery storage 
or real-time cost signals and controls, policies and 
rate tariffs that assure proper collection of costs and 
allocation of benefits will be crucial.    

Municipal utilities support efforts to expand 
electric vehicle infrastructure and to continue 
modernizing the electric grid to meet changing 
customer expectations.

 Currently available power generation options and 
customer preferences dictate that coal, natural gas 
and non-carbon emitting resources like nuclear, wind, 
solar and hydropower must be part of a reliable 
power supply portfolio. 

 Market based rates for power generation are 
currently favoring utility scale renewable energy 
resources like wind and solar and this fits well with 
meeting increased customer desire for green energy. 

 Long-term goals for drastically reducing the power 
sector’s CO2 emissions are predicated on a 
reasonable assumption that a currently cost-
prohibitive technology like battery storage or carbon 
capture will become economically feasible for utilities 
across the state. 

Municipal utilities support an “all-of-the-
above” approach to power supply and 
strive to provide safe, reliable, affordable 
and environmentally responsible 
electricity to our customers. 
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